COMPONENTS
1 CULT GAME BOOK
15 CULT Cards
15 ITEM Cards
7 COMPANION Cards
10 WOUND Tokens
10 AMMO Tokens
5 INFECTION Tokens
4 Double-Sided SURVIVOR Mats
1 Rulebook
10 Custom Dice
8 Clear Marking Cubes

THE CULT GAME BOOK
Each page of The Cult contains a portion of the story that you must encounter.
You will read a page and attempt to overcome the challenges presented. You may
be presented with a choice of which test to perform on the page. The choices will
be separated by the keyword “OR” and this allows you to choose one of the tests to
complete while ignoring the other test (unless the page states otherwise). Once the
test has been performed, perform the appropriate SUCCESS or FAILURE result
and the story continues.

DICE
The dice in District-Z: The Cult are customized with symbols representing each of
a SURVIVOR’S ATTRIBUTES as well as the dreaded FAIL result. If you roll a
FAIL result you may not reroll that die during your reroll attempts.
: Combat for fighting
: Agility for acrobatics or running
: Nerve for bravery and a strong constitution
: Perception for spotting the unseen
: Health
: FAIL

COMPANION CARDS
Someone to travel with throughout your adventures. To attach a COMPANION,
find the COMPANION card in the COMPANION card pile and place him or her
next to your SURVIVOR.
SURVIVORS can attach any number of COMPANIONS.
COMPANIONS cannot use ITEMS.
COMPANIONS modify a SURVIVOR’S ATTRIBUTES. Some
COMPANIONS even have special abilities that are listed on the card.
If you take a WOUND while you have a COMPANION attached, you may
place WOUND counters on the COMPANION. If at any time the number of
WOUND counters on that COMPANION is equal to his or her HEALTH, that
COMPANION is dead. You must now detach that COMPANION. To detach a
COMPANION, simply place that COMPANION back into the COMPANION
card pile.

COMPANION
NAME

JIM, SURVIVALIST

PICTURE

1
EFFECTS

Reduce the difficulty of
CHECKS by 1.
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HEALTH

ITEM CARDS
ITEM cards: The gear that you use while on your journey. SURVIVORS can
attach any number of ITEMS. To attach an ITEM, find its card in the ITEM card
pile and place it next to your SURVIVOR. A SURVIVOR may use the bonuses of
any number of ACCESSORIES at the same time.
During COMBAT, a SURVIVOR may only use the modifier of either one
2-HANDED WEAPON or two 1-HANDED WEAPONS.
You may have to drop, use, or detach an ITEM. If so, simply place that ITEM back
into the ITEM CARD PILE.
There can only be one ITEM with the same name in play at a time. If you find an
ITEM that is already equipped, disregard that result and nothing happens.
However, there are some instances when something does happen:
• If you find PISTOL when you’re already equipped with a PISTOL, place an
AMMO token on your equipped PISTOL instead.
• If you find SHOTGUN when you’re already equipped with a SHOTGUN, place
an AMMO token on your equipped SHOTGUN instead.
• If you find BANDAGES when you’re already equipped with BANDAGES,
automatically heal 1 WOUND.
• If you find FIRST-AID KIT when you’re already equipped with FIRST-AID
KIT, automatically heal 2 WOUNDS.

ITEM NAME

RUNNING SHOES

PICTURE

DESCRIPTOR
EFFECTS

ACCESSORY
During
CHECKS, you may
reroll any
results.
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CULT CARDS
These cards represent the constant threat of the cult and those that the cult controls.
If a page tells you to draw a CULT CARD, flip a card face up from the CULT
DECK and perform the action on the card before continuing on with the rest of the
scenario.
Some cards will have you fighting enemies and others will have longer lasting effects.
After you resolve the CULT CARD, return to the page.
Drawing a CULT CARD interrupts the flow of the game and if it is drawn in the
middle of a SUCCESS or FAILURE portion of a page, resolve the CULT CARD
before resolving the SUCCESS or FAILURE.

CULT CARD
NAME

GATHER THE FAITHFUL

PICTURE

CULT CARD
EFFECTS

3: A group of cultists surrounds you!
SUCCESS: Gain 4XP OR attach ROBES.
FAILURE: Take 1 WOUND.
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SURVIVOR MATS
You. One of the survivors of the zombie apocalypse. Begin the game by selecting a
SURVIVOR.
ATTRIBUTES
AREA
NAME

MEGAN

PICTURE

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

During ATTRIBUTE CHECKS, you may
reroll your dice one extra time.

STARTING
ITEM
XP TRACK

ped
equip
game
the
KS.
Start LOCKPIC
with

1

2

3

FROM TOP
TO BOTTOM:
COMBAT
AGILITY
NERVE
PERCEPTION

6

If you fail any
CHECKS, gain XP
as if you were successful.

SPECIAL
ABILITIES

During
CHECKS, you may reroll
your dice one extra time.

4

5

6

7

8

9

HEALTH

10

11

12

XP (EXPERIENCE POINT) TRACK
As you defeat enemies or succeed against challenges, you gain XP. You can spend
XP to increase ATTRIBUTES or gain ABILITIES. To spend XP, move the XP
MARKER a number of spaces to the left equal to the number of XP spent. If you
ever go over 12XP, the excess is lost.
You can spend 5 XP to increase any ATTRIBUTE by 1.
You may spend 9 XP to increase any two ATTRIBUTES by 1.
You may spend 10 XP to gain a SPECIAL ABILITY.
You may spend 12 XP to increase any three ATTRIBUTES by 1.
You may spend 3 XP to heal wounds. To do this, roll 5 dice. You may reroll any nonFAIL results up to two times. After you are finished rolling, gain one health point
for every
result rolled.
Finally, you may spend 3 XP to change any non-FAIL result to a success. For
example: if you were performing an
3 CHECK, you need to roll three
results. However, after your two reroll attempts, you only have two
results. If
you have any dice that are non-FAIL results, you can spend 3XP to turn one of those
dice automatically into an
result.

ATTRIBUTES AREA
Place ATTRIBUTE MARKERS on the BASE ATTRIBUTES specified in
bright white in the ATTRIBUTES AREA on your SURVIVOR MAT. As your
ATTRIBUTES increase and decrease, move your ATTRIBUTE MARKERS to
the left and right accordingly to keep track.

SPECIAL ABILITIES
When you gain a SPECIAL ABILITY, simply place a SPECIAL ABILITY
MARKER to the left of the SPECIAL ABILITY that you gained. This will help
you keep track that you gained that SPECIAL ABILITY.

WOUND TOKENS
Place these tokens on your SURVIVOR to keep track of the number
of WOUNDS taken during the game. If the number of WOUND
counters on your SURVIVOR is equal to or greater than your
HEALTH, then the SURVIVOR is dead.

INFECTION TOKENS
Place these tokens on your SURVIVOR to represent the number of
times you have been bitten and the severity of the infection in your
system. If you have five or more INFECTION TOKENS, you must
go to page 71.

AMMO TOKENS
Place these tokens on your SHOTGUN or PISTOL to keep track
of the number of rounds you have left in your weapons. AMMO
TOKENS cannot be moved from SHOTGUN to PISTOL or vice
versa.

IMPORTANT PAGES TO REMEMBER
If you have five or more INFECTION TOKENS, you must go to page 71.
If you have more WOUNDS than you have HEALTH, you must go to page 72.

OBJECTIVE
Make choices and survive the harrowing journey against the cult and the undead. If
you have more WOUNDS than you have HEALTH, you must go to page 72.

SETUP
1. Choose a SURVIVOR and attach any starting ITEMS.
2. Place marking cubes on your BASE ATTRIBUTES. Your BASE
ATTRIBUTES are in bright white. These signify how many dice you will roll
when performing ATTRIBUTE CHECKS.
3. Set the COMPANION CARDS, ITEM CARDS, and DICE near you.
4. Shuffle the CULT DECK and set it face down within arms reach.
5. Start your journey on page 1 of the CULT GAME BOOK, you will make choices
until you reach an ending.

HOW TO PLAY
1. If there are any abilities that you may use or if you have a CULT CARD in play
that you must check at the beginning of a turn, now is the time you would do it.
2. Read your current page and choose an ATTRIBUTE CHECK to perform.
3. Perform the SUCCESS or FAILURE portion of the ATTRIBUTE CHECK
and then return back to step 1.

ATTRIBUTE CHECKS
On each page there will usually be ATTRIBUTE CHECKS to perform. Each
ATTRIBUTE CHECK will have a ATTRIBUTE symbol followed by a number.
2 would be an AGILITY CHECK and you will need to roll two
For example:
results. There may be more than one ATTRIBUTE CHECK that you can
perform and in those instances, the test will be separated by the word “OR” as in the
following example:

1: You shove one to the ground while you dispatch the other.
1: Fight off the last one.
SUCCESS: Gain 2XP and 1

OR 1

. Go to PAGE 14.

FAILURE: Take 1 WOUND and 1 INFECTION. Gain 1XP. Go to PAGE 8.
OR
1: Can you remain calm?
1: Find another path around.
SUCCESS: Gain 2XP and 1

OR 1

. Go to PAGE 14.

FAILURE: You try to find a new path but you get turned around and wind up right
next to them! Gain 1XP. Go to PAGE 8.

You may choose which ATTRIBUTE CHECK to perform. Once the
ATTRIBUTE CHECK is chosen, look at the number to the right of the symbols.
That will tell you how many of each symbol you must roll in order to pass the
ATTRIBUTE CHECK. In the example, if you choose the
1,
1 CHECK,
and 1
. If the ATTRIBUTES were
1,
2
you would have to roll 1
instead, you would have to roll 1
and 2
results.
To perform an ATTRIBUTE CHECK, you would look at your SURVIVOR and
find the ATTRIBUTES used in the ATTRIBUTE CHECK. When you roll the
dice for an ATTRIBUTE CHECK, you are looking to match the ATTRIBUTE
symbols and quantity needed. If the ATTRIBUTE CHECK was not immediately
successful, remove any FAIL results and you may reroll the remaining dice. You may
do this twice. If you roll equal to or greater than the number of required symbols,
you have succeeded against the ATTRIBUTE CHECK.
For example; Megan has the following ATTRIBUTES:
:1,
:2,
:1,
:2,
:6. Since the ATTRIBUTE CHECK requires
and
, you
note that her BASE
is 2 and her BASE
is 1. Add those two values together
and that is the amount of dice you roll. So you would roll three dice and you are
looking to get 1
and 1
result on your rolls. Don’t forget to add the bonuses of
any attached COMPANIONS or ITEMS.

